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ABSTRACT. If labor is fairly mobile, as it is in the United States, one would
expect that households would move from less desirable areas toward more
desirable areas until all areas are equally desirable. The way that areas
become equally desirable is through the impact of movers on wages and
rents (and possibly "endogenous" disamenities, such as congestion or pol-
lution). That is, as people move to desirable areas, they will increase the
demand for land (raising rents) and increase the supply of labor (lowering
wages); in equilibrium, the wage and rent "compensation" for the niceness
of an area reveals, in dollar terms, just how nice the area is. Blomquist,
Berger, and Hoehn 1988 demonstrated the empirical importance of such
amenity compensation in estimates of the "quality-of-life" in urban areas.
However, those authors were unable to include fringe benefits, which are
about 40 percent of explicit wage payments, in their wage compensation.
This matters greatly as amenities are seen here to be even more important
than previously thought and the regional implications are pronounced,
with the West and Southeast looking "better" when fringe benefits are in-
cluded and the East North Central and Northeast looking substantially
"worse."
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Introduction

IN A GROUNDBREAKLNG empirical test of ideas advanced by Roback 1982 and
Rosen 1979, Blomquist, Berger, and Hoehn 1988 demonstrated that amen-
ities are highly valued by people and that those values are expressed in
both land and labor markets. Sketching the argument, one would expect
that people would move to initially desirable locations until some mix of
lower wages (as the supply of labor increases) and higher rents (as the
demand for land increases) offsets the locations' desirability. Indeed, in this
manner one can gauge the ' quality-of-life" of various locations by adding
up what is paid in land and labor markets (the Blomquist, Berger, and
Hoehn contribution). Graves and Waldman 1991 show that this equilibrium
model is consistent with the observed migration behavior of the elderly
retired (that is, one observes retirees moving to areas where more of the
compensation for amenities occurs in labor markets that are no longer
relevant). The economics literature in this area contrasts markedly with the
work of geographers (e.g. the many Rand-McNally "Places Rated Alma-
nacs,'' that arbitrarily give equal weight to various traits that are valued on
a subjective one-to-five scale). The economics approach described here
uses peoples' observed willingness-to-pay for various amenities, hence
should, we think, be greatly preferred.

In this paper, we extend this literature to the consideration of fringe
benefits. The notion is that it is/w/Zwage compensation that will be lowered
in desirable locations relative to elsewhere, ceteris paribus, and that full
compensation is comprised of a mix of explicit wage payments and a fringe
package. This would not matter if there were a "standard" fringe package
that did not vary across locations, but we shall see that fringes vary greatly
over space, and in the expected direction—nice locations offer inferior
fringes in addition to lower hourly wages. The wage portion of the full
compensation (lower wages and higher rents in nice locations) should be
comprised of the impacts on both wages and fringe payments.

Total employee benefits nationwide have grown from 18.7 percent of
payroll in 1951 to 38.4 percent in 1990. The adjustment of wage compen-
sation to incorporate fringe benefits will be seen to be a non-trivial adjust-
ment: amenities are substantially more important than previously thought
and the regional implications are pronounced.
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Section II discusses procedures necessary for incorporation of the effects
of variation in fringe benefits on amenity valuation. In this section strong
empirical effects are seen despite significant data limitations. Section III
concludes with some broader implications of the paper.

; ;• Analysis

TABLE 1 PRESENTS the regional data that underlie the paper (unfortunately
employee benefits are unavailable at either the county or state level). Col-
umns (1) and (2), however, aggregate to the regional level the county-level
1980 information on wage and rent compensation of Blomquist, Berger,
and Hoehn 1988 (we wish to thank Glenn Blomquist for providing us with
this county level information). The regional population-weighted averages
for the U.S. are then calculated and used to create a relative wage and rent
compensation number in Columns (4) and (5). For example. West's raw
wage compensation of $469.98 is $28370 below the national average com-
pensation of $753.68 in the data; similarly rent compensation in the West
is $583.60 higher than the U.S. average. Adding the negative wage com-
pensation to the positive rent compensation results in an overall amenity
payment for the West of $29990, ignoring employee fringe benefits, as
seen in Column (7). The raw employee benefits for the same period, seen
in Column (3), are calculated from information on total employee benefits
as a percent of payroll multiplied by average payroll per employee, by
region. Again considering the West, payroll per employee in 1980 was
$12,795 and 35.2% of that is received as fringe benefits in the West, yielding
fringe benefits of $4,503.84. For purposes of comparison, the numbers un-
derlying the Northeast were $13,297 and 38.1%, resulting in total fringe
benefits per employee of $5,066.16. Again, normalizing on the U.S. aver-
age, the relative fringe compensation in the West is seen in Column (6) to
he $105.14—that is, the amenity privilege of living in the West of $29990
comes with an additional payment in the form of lower than U.S. average
($4608.98) fringe benefits.

Comparing Columns (7) and (8) we can see the pronounced impact of
employee fringe benefits on the relative value of amenities among regions.
Considering Column (7) which ignores benefits, it would appear that the
West is only slightly better than average, the Southeast is a bit worse than
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average, the East North Central is somewhat below average, and the North-
east is about average. For people that have traveled or lived for significant
periods in these regions, the corrected numbers in Column (8) are likely
to seem much more plausible. The West and Southeast are seen as pos-
sessing substantially above average amenity levels, while the Northeast is
somewhat below average and the East North Central possesses substan-
tially below average amenities.

Taking the view expressed elsewhere (see Graves 1979) that desirable
amenities are also normal or superior goods (hence one would expea
movement to nicer areas over time as incomes grow), one can see that
Column (8) is more consistent with migration patterns observed in recent
decades. Column (7) would lead one to expect movement toward the West
and perhaps Northeast and away from the Southeast and the East North
Central. But Column (8) provides more consistent support for the obser-
vation of large flows from the Rustbelt to the Sunbelt. The results also
provide added support for the position of Mueser and Graves 1995 that
regional growth and decline is more importantly driven by growth in amen-
ity demands (supply-side) than by growth in demands for workers (de-
mand-side).

in

Conclusion

THE CENTRAL finding here is that amenities, increasingly seen as having no-
table implications for urban, regional, and labor economics, are even more
important that previously thought. The differences across regions are seen
to be much larger (a gap from "best" to "worst" region of $1,842.83 when
considering employee benefits versus a gap of only $903.58 when spatial
variation in fringe benefits is ignored)

Additionally, we show that regional effects of amenities are more pro-
nounced and more intuitively plausible than suggested by prior work. The
West and Southeast are seen to both be much more highly desired for their
amenities than are the Northeast and, particularly, the Midwest (East North
CentraD. ; • ^ •- •

It is becoming increasingly apparent that amenities have an important
impact on the answers to a host of long-standing questions in labor eco-
nomics. That a substantial component of wage compensation for amenities
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comes via fringe benefits further augments these findings. The preceding
insights were obtained despite remarkably poor spatial detail in the data.
We believe that substantial gains in knowledge would result from obtaining
information on fringe benefits at a finer geographical leveL
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